
Thank you for purchasing WeweDamageSystem!
This document will guide you along in implementing the damage system into your project.
For additional support or queries please email me at wewejune@gmail.com.

About WDS
WeweDamageSystem is designed to allow for easy setup of a damage system based on triggers. This
system is highly flexible! It is centered around two central scripts: ObjectScript and DamageScript. 
The other scripts in the system enhances the functionality of the two basic scripts. Hence you have 
the choice of implementing only the features you need. There are numerous variables and effects 
you can play around with. WDS is a feature rich damage system and it covers both the damage logic 
as well as damage user interface output.

With no scripting – Start dealing damage immediately
With some scripting – Integrate your animations and inputs
With more scripting – Create your own system interacting with WDS

Implement it in any type of project that requires damage to be dealth: RPG, Turn based fighting, 
Fighting games, Racing Cars, Infinite Runner, Shooting Games and so many more!

Scripted by Wewejune :D
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1. Feature Summary
1. Scripts can check up to five different tags for triggers
2. Multiple variables for objects:

◦ Max Health, Health
◦ Invulnerability Cooldown (after damage)
◦ Damage Resistance
◦ Damage Multiplier
◦ Block Chance

3. Armor system addon for objects
4. Multiple variables for dealing damage:

◦ Random Damage Range (Min, Max)
◦ Direct Damage
◦ Damage on Stay
◦ Healing (Negative Damage)
◦ Accuracy
◦ Damage Script Cooldown
◦ Critical Hits

5. Physics based knockback
6. Change variables easily (3 ways you can do it)

◦ Create pickup objects
◦ Create player skills

7. Uses latest Unity 4.6 UI
◦ Health and armor bars
◦ Damage output with color customisation

2. ObjectScript

Attach this script to any objects that you want to receive damage (eg. Player, Enemy).
Add a Tag to your Object, for Damage Script to detect.
All the damage logic is found in this script. Calculations are done within this script.



The Object will require a collider for the script to function.

Damage Tag • The script checks for these tags when triggered.
• Add a tag to the object with DamageScript and type the tag 

name in this box

Destroy If Dead • Destroys this gameObject when the health is zero

Destroy Delay • The time in seconds before the object is destroyed
• Accepts Float value

Max Health • Upper limit for health
• Accepts Int value only

Health • Object's current health
• Accepts Int value only

Invul Cooldown • The time in seconds for invulnerability after receiving 
damage

• Accepts Float value

Damage Resist • Damage resistance is the damage subtracted during 
calculations

• Can be used as an armor with damge offset

Damage Multiplier • This value is multiplied at the final step during damage 
calculations

• Default value should be 1

Block Chance • Percentage of chance (0 to 100) that the damage will be 
blocked

• Accepts Int value only

3. Damage Calculaton Equations
In case you are curious how the damage calculation works, here are all the equations.

Without Critical Hits Enabled:
Final Damage = (Damage Received – Damage Resist) * Damage Multiplier

With Critical Hits Enabled:
Final Damage = ((Damage Received * Critical Multiplier) – Damage Resist) * Damage Multiplier

Direct Damage Enabled:
Ignores Damage Resist and Damage Multiplier



4. ObjectArmorScript

Attach this script to any objects with ObjectScript.
This script basically adds the variables to their respective counterparts in ObjectScript at Start and it 
subtracts the variables when armor health is depleted. Of course the variables are added back when
armor health is above zero once again.
If you are using ObjectArmorScript, i would advise to leave the original values of the variables we are 
changing in their default values in ObjectScript.
Armor health decreases when damage is taken.

Max Armor Health • Upper limit for armor health
• Accepts Int value only

Armor Health • Destroys this gameObject when the health is zero

Armor Dmg Resist • Adds value to the Damage Resist variable in ObjectScript
• Accepts Float value

Armor Dmg Multip • Adds value to the Damage Multiplier variable in ObjectScript
• Accepts Float value

Armor Block Chance • Adds value to the Block Chance variable in ObjectScript
• Accepts Int value only

5. DamageScript

Attach this script to any objects that you want to deal damage (eg. Weapon, Traps, Skill Prefabs).
Add a Tag to your Object, for Object Script detect.
This script contains all the variables for dealing damage.
The Object will require a collider for the script to function. Make sure you enable isTrigger.



If you experice issues with detection of collide events, add a rigidbody to the object and enable 
isKinematic.

Damage Script Active • This is a on/off switch for DamageScript. Leave it as Enabled 
if you are not scripting using Damage Script Active

For Healing • If you wish to deal negative damage (heal), you need to 
enable this option as well as enable Direct Damage. Else, the
damage will come out as zero

Direct Damage • Enabling this variable will cause ObjectScript to ignore 
Damage Resist and Damage Multiplier during damage 
calculation

Damage On Stay • Enabling this variable will allow the script to continue to deal
damage without exiting the trigger

Accuracy • Percentage of Accuracy (0 to 100), 100 being most accurate
• Accepts Int value only

Damage Min • Minimum Damage
• Accepts Float value however it is rounded off during random

damage generation

Damage Max • Maximum Damage
• Accepts Float value however it is rounded off during random

damage generation

Collide Cooldown • When damage is dealth, the Damage Script Active is 
disabled. It is enabled again after this cooldown is over.

• Accepts Float value

Enable Critical Hits • Title self-explanatory

Critical Chance • Percentage of chance (0 to 100) in which a hit will be critical
• Accepts Int value only

Critical Multiplier • Multiplier of the damage during damage calculation

Knockback Force • Adds force on the z axis of the colliding object with 
ObjectKncokbackScript

Knockback Force Y • Adds force on the y axis of the colliding object with 
ObjectKncokbackScript



6. Destroy Scripts
These two Scripts are designed for damage projectiles. Upon colliding, destroy the projectile, if not 
destroy it after a certain time.

Graphics Fix • The object is destroyed only when it completely exits the 
target object. Meaning the projectile will be seen from the 
back. This fix disables the renderer of the projectile upon 
colliding.

Check for Tags • If enabled, script will check for tags. Else, gameObject will be
destroy after colliding with any object.

Object Tag • The tags of the objects to check for

Destroy Delay • Time in seconds before gameObject is destroyed
• Accepts Float value

Destroy Delay • Time in seconds before gameObject is destroyed

7. ObjectKnockbackScript

Attach this script to an object with ObjectScript.
This script is physics based and requires the object to have a rigidbody.
Upon colliding with a Damage Object, the script will add a force in the negative direction of the 
object's Z-axis as well as a force in the direction of the object's Y-axis.



Direction Fix • Makes the object face the damage dealing object before 
knockback is applied

Knockback Resist • This value is used to subtract from the Knockback Force 
variable in DamageScript

Knockback Resist Y • This value is used to subtract from the Knockback Force Y 
variable in DamageScript

8. Changing Variable Values

The variable change scripts are originally designed for pickups. They work when a trigger collide 
event occurs. It is up to your creativity as to what you would like to do with the script, meaning its 
not limited to pickups.
There are 3 ways you can change the variable. The three types of scripts available are 
DirectChangeScripts, AddChangeScripts and VariableChangeScripts.
These scripts calls a method in their target scripts and invokes the change of variables.

AddChangeScripts: Adds the new value to the target variable

DirectChangeScripts: Directly changes the value of the target variable to the new value

VariableChangeScripts: Same behaviour as AddChangeScripts but they have an added duration, 
meaning you can set the effect to be temporary. Note: You cannot change the variable before the 
duration time is over, otherwise the calculations will be wrong. Only one change at a time for each 
variable. When a duration is set to zero, the change is permanent.



9. Damage Text, Health and Armor Bars
You will need the new unity 4.6 to use the UI features.
You are advised to refer to the demo scene for an example of implementing the UI features as it can 
be tricky. (Do try to use the same settings in the scene for perfect implementation)

Damage Text
To display damage text, you will need to set up a DamagePrefab and an Empty Game Object where 
the text will spawn. (To view the DamagePrefab in the demo scene properly, do drag it out to the 
scene to see all the components of the prefab)

DamagePrefab (Parent, Empty Game Object)
>DamageCanvas (Child of DamagePrefab, UI Canvas)

> DamageText (Child of DamageCanvas, UI Text)

Under DamagePrefab, you will require the following scripts: 
Destroy Timed Script and Loot at Camera Script. You can add an animator component (Optional).

Under DamageCanvas, you will need to have the following settings:
Rect Transorm > Scale > 0.01 (for all 3 axes)
Canvas > Render Mode > World Space

To use a different font, simply change the font used in DamageText.

Under each object you want to display the damage text, create an Empty Game Object Child 
(DamageInstantiateLocation). Add the Damage Text Script to the Empty Game Object.

You can customise various options in the Damage Text Script. They are pretty simple so try to tweak 
the settings and see the results for yourself.

Health and Armor Bars
The Health and Armor Bars work by scaling the canvas image. As the health decreases, the scale is 
slowly reduced. As a result, it is not suitable to use images as they will scale out of shape. Should 



you want to implement your own Health and Armor Bars, you can use these scripts as reference. We
will only go through the setting up of a Health bar here as the steps are the same for the armor bar.

The demo scene shows two ways to display the healthbar. The first way is by making it follow the 
game object and the second way is to display it as the user interface. 

To make the healthbar follow the game object:
Under the Object to display 

>Create an empty child (HealthBarLocation) (Child of object)
>Create a world space Canvas (HealthBarCanvas) (Child of HealthBarLocation)

>Create an UI Image (HealthBarImage) (Child of HealthbarCanvas)

The size of the canvas is the full length and height of the healthbar, so size it the way you want. 
Under HealthBarCanvas, add Look At Camera Script. Under HealthBarImage, add Health Bar Script.

There are two types of healthbar scripts available for use. Health Bar Script and Health Bar Target 
Script. They are both essentially the same scripts except that in Health Bar Target Script you can 
choose a specific game object's healthbar to display. The Target Script was created for displaying 
healthbars that do not follow the game object (not a child of the game object). Do refer to the 
demo scene for implementation.



10. Implementation Notes

With No Scripting – Start Dealing Damage Immediately
You can use all the scripts in the system.
When setting up your Damage Script, make sure that Damage Script Active is Enabled.
The limitation you face is that the DamageScript is always on, and it is not controlled by user input. 
To see a working example of this, in the demo scene, simply disable the Demo Attacks Animation 
Script and Demo Attacks Script under PlayerCube > WeaponPivot.

With Some Scripting – Integrate your animations and inputs
It is very easy to intergrate your animations and user inputs for attacks. Simply set up a cooldown 
variable, one for the animation and one for the attack. 

The importing thing here is synchronising the 3 different cooldowns, the thrid being the Damage 
Script Collide Cooldown.  Of course, the three cooldowns need not be the same, i reccommend you 
test it out for yourself. Refer to the Demo Attacks Animation Script and Demo Attacks Script when 
coding your own.

With More Scripting – Create your own system interacting with WDS
The main script of focus when you are creating your own system is the ObjectScript. Most of the 
logic of the system is found in this script. The ObjectScript have 3 types of functions for each 
variable which can be called to change the target variable. Study the various systems already in 
place, especially the variable change scripts as they are prime examples of creating your own 
system.
Similarly, most the the scripts containing damage calculation related variables have these functions 
already coded in them.



11. Troubleshooting
Problem: I can't deal any damage, the trigger collide event is not detected.
Did you the tag of the object you are trying to damage in Damage Script? Add a tag :)
Check that your damage dealing object's collider has isTrigger enabled.
Check that your DamageScript has Dmg Script Active enabled.
Add a rigidbody to the object with Damage Script, then set the rigidbody to isKinematic.

Problem: All the damage dealth is Zero even though Min damage is greater than Zero.
Check your damage resist value, if it is greater than the damage, the damage will be Zero.
DOUBLE check your multiplier value, it is 1 by default. If it is Zero, all damage will be multiplied by 
this number giving you Zero.

Problem: The damage dealth is excessive. Health of object immediately reduces to zero.
You should set a value greater than zero for collide cooldown in Damage Script.

Problem: The input/damage animation does not sync with the Damage Script.
Ensure that Collide Cooldown is over before your input and animation cooldowns are over.

Problem: I used Variable Change Script to change the Max Health temporarily more than once but it 
does not reduce to the original value.
The limitation of this script is that you must wait for the duration of the first addition to complete 
before you can use it on the same variable again. You can either set a shorter duration or make the 
change permanant and manually change the variable later on.

Problem: Object Armor Script gives an error.
Ensure that the object it is attached to has an Object Script.

Problem: The damage calculation when using Object Armor Script is abit cranky/problematic.
In Object Script, set the original variables Damage Resist, Damage Multiplier and Block Chance to 0, 
1 and 0 respectively. Add these values through the Armor Script.

Problem: Object Knockback Script gives an error.
The object need to have a rigidbody component as well as Object Script. We require THE FORCE 
from physics.

Problem: Healing does not work properly.
Ensure that your damage range is negative (eg. -10, -20).
Then enable For Healing and Direct Damage variables.



Problem: My healthbar does not face the camera.
Add the Look At Camera Script to the canvas of the healthbar.
Then set Reference Camera as your selected camera.

Problem: My healthbar does not scale properly.
Set the anchor of the image to stretch left.
Set the Pivot for X to 0, Y to 0.5.
Ensure that in Health Bar Script, Selected Axis is Xaxis, Min value is set to 0 and Max value is set to 1.

Problem: Follow Camera Script gives an error.
The target object must have Object Script attached.

Problem: Follow Camara Script does not follow the object properly.
Ensure that the camera is in line with the object and it is behind the object (Z-axis). 
Position the camera how ever far you want it to be from the object and choose a height.
Camera positioning is key here.

Problem: OMG, my problem is not stated here.
Do not panic. Open up the demo scene.
Look for the area where you have problems with. The demo scene works properly and the settings 
in there should be of help to you.

For support or any queries, please email me at wewejune@gmail.com.
Thank you! :D


